Their record is a not-too-impressive 5-7, but they are coming around. Last game, at Oberlin, they were better than they had ever been before. Against Rochester their shooting was the sharpest of the season, but they succumbed to an incredible 77% shooting average. The bench is becoming stronger and the starting five is gaining confidence.

They just added John Patierno '56, a potentially top-notch guard. Big Dee Vergun, '56, is rolling along with a near 20 pt. average, and Giff Weber is replacing the form that made him last year's scorer. Larry Halles, '56, and Carl Hess, '55, had good games on the road. They're your basketball team. Here they are in action. Their next game is at W.P.I. Saturday.

for today...tomorrow
...and YOUR FUTURE

Bell Aircraft Corporation—designer and builder of the X-1, the first supersonic aircraft and the X-1A, holder of top speed and altitude records—sets the pace for the aviation industry in research, design and development.

Bell Aircraft engineers have won universal acclaim for outstanding work in guided missiles, advanced experimental aircraft, complete control and guidance systems, electronic components, rocket engine assemblies and servomechanisms.

Bell Aircraft is one of two companies in the U.S. that is producing complete guided missiles like the B-65 Rascal, a pilotless bomber for the U.S. Air Force.

Today there is a secure and rewarding personal and professional future in the Engineering Division of Bell Aircraft for scientific and engineering graduates with imagination and foresight...young men who can apply their talents to our particular problems...who are interested in helping to shape tomorrow's developments in all phases of aeronautics and avionics.

Write for complete information or make an appointment through your Placement Office. Our representatives will be on campus.

February 28
March 1

GIRL'S SKI BOOTS $100 (455 sq.)
Handmade—Custom-made
Size 61/2B--7A Excellent Condition
Elia 4-6235 evenings

YOU are cordially invited to hear

MRS. EILEEN J. GARRETT
distinguished medium
and psychical researcher
founder
Parapsychology Foundation, Inc.
editor, publisher
Tomorrow Magazine
Author of
Telepathy, The Sense and Nonsense of Prophecy

in a Lecture on
PANORMAL EXPERIENCES
IN HAITI

Mrs. Garrett will be happy to answer questions on psychic phenomena and theory

TIME
8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, February 15
PLACE
Music Room
Exeter St. Theatre Building
Newbury and Exeter Sts., Boston